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Our suggestions for the use of the products correspond to our present knowledge. They do not release the purchaser in any way 
whatsoever from the responsibility of carrying out their own tests to establish the suitability of the products supplied in relation to the 
results that are to be obtained. The usage methods of the products are not within our control and therefore become the complete re-
sponsibility of the purchaser. We guarantee the quality of our products in respect of the general sales and supply terms and conditions.

PROPERTIES
RESIFILL A30R is a special retanning agent for chrome leathers. Its 
particular retanning  action can get a full leather, without altering the 
fineness of grain.
It is viscous, but well pourable and easy to be diluted by the addition 
of hot water. The product is sensitive to acids and with pH values   
less than 3 can precipitate and can be only partially mixed with ca-
tionic products (for example: mineral tanning agents).
With synthetic  and vegetable tanning agent,  fats licker, sulphited, 
anionic dyes and other products anionattivi, the RESIFILL A30R 
does not give rise to any problems in the usual concentrations of 
use, provided that the pH does not drop below the limit mentioned.
In the retanning RESIFILL A30R, gives fullness to the leathers wi-
thout impairing the delicacy and firmness of the flower and acts in 
such a way that even the typical character of chrome leather re-
mains unchanged, even if they are still needed synthetic retanning 
vegetable.
RESIFILL A30R is lightfast and provides uniform and slightly clou-
dy dyes. For light colored leather, along with tannings white, one 
obtains an even higher degree of whiteness.

Appearance: colorless thick liquid

Dry content: 25 – 30%

pH in solution at 10%: 6 - 7

Ionic charge: anionic

CHARACTERISTICS

RESIFILL A30R
RETANNING RESIN

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

Acrylic interpolymer


